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Si:til.arl j , i f here exis s a a s · c ·ar· a ble Thus, when solving such problems using a primal simplex approach, an artificial starting basis usually must be employed. One of the major advantages of this algorithm is that it is always possible to find a starting basic feasible solution for the dual of such problems. Furthermore, this dual start procedure provides a basic dual feasible solution for a network if the network is rewritten as an equivalent transportation problem.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, no other algorithms which have employed the dual method [2,3>7] or related "primal-dual" algorithms [13, 14, 15] exploit the topological structure of the dual to a transportation problem to provide a dual feasible start.
The starting method we propose may be described very simply as follows:
1. To start, set R = 0. Create the set P = {1). The method will continue to execute Instructions 3 and h until P = M and Q = N provided that Q. and P. are not both empty at some iteration. Assume, however, that both Q. and P. are empty at some iteration, then the problem has no uasic solution except by using an inadmissible cell. This follows by noting that the stated conditions imply that the problem's admissible cells are all found among those cells (i,j) for ieP and jcQ or for which ieM-P and JGN-Q and hence there is no connected set of admissible cells that spans all rows and columns. 1h\is assuming that the transportation problem is connected, the algorithm will continue to execute until P = M and Q = N. (The interest in density is stimulated by the fact that large "real world" transportation problems are quite sparse.)
The two out-of-kilter codes which we tested are those of SHARE and lioeinK. The SHARE code was written by R,J. Claseu of the RAND Corporation and is available for general distribution [0,291. The Boeinr rode, which was obtained through Chris Witzgall, was developed at the Boeing; research laboratories, rioth of these codes and the dual rode are in-core codes;
i.e., the program and all of the problem data simultaneously reside in fast-access memory. All three codes are written ir. FORTRAN and none of them have been tuned (optimized) for a particular compiler. All of the codes were run on the CDC 6600 (which has a maximum memory of 130,000 words) at the University of Texas Computation Center using the RUN compiler.
The computer jobs were executed during periods when the machine load was approximate!;, the same and all solution times are exclusive of input and output; i.e., the total time spent solving the problem was recorded by calling a Real Time Clock on starting to solve the problem and again when the solution was obtained.
The general simplex linear programming computer code employed in the study was Control data's 0PHELIE/LP code. OPIELIE/LP is a subsystem of the OPHELIE II Mathematical Programming System which is programmed to exploit the characteristics of the CDC 6600 computer.
To guarantee a comprehensive comparison of the procedures under analysis, the transportation problems used in the study varied between .5 percent and 90 percent dense and varied in size from 10 x 10 to 500 x 500
(origins x destinations). A total of 65 different uncapacitated transportation problems were examined, all of which were randomly generated using a uniform probability distribution. The total supply of each m x m transportation problem was set equal to 1000 m and the supply and demand amounts were picked using a uniform probability distribution between 0 and 2000.
The only other restrictions placed on the problems consisted of requiring the number of variables to be less than or equal to 10,000 and requiring the cost coefficients to lie between 1 and 100.
( .2 DOUBLE PRICING DUAL CODE DEVELOPMENT
The computer code embodying the ideas of the preceding section was written in FORTRAN IV and tested on a CDC 6600 with a maximum memory of 130,000 words. To solve a problem with m origins, n destinations, and r admissible cells (without exploiting the word size of the machine) this in-core code requires 3r + 19Jn + 17n + 20,000 words. It would have been possible by exploiting the fact that the costs are integer-valued, to store more than one cost coefficient per word and in this manner solve much larger prot.iems. however, our purpose was to develop a code whose capabilities did not depe r~ on the un·que charact eristic s of a particular computer ( e . g . , word si~e , etc . ) . To permit the solution of large problems we organized tl e code to utili ze a "packing" scheme which stor es only t he " real ' cost s of he transportation matrix ( i . e . , only the costs of the admiss i l e cells The total time spent in each of the boxes 1-5 was recorded by calling a Real Time clock upon entering and leaving each of these functions. A count was also made of the total number of pivots performed. In Tables   1 and 2 , we report median values for the total solution time, the start time 'time spent in box 1), the number of pivots, the total pivot time ''total time spent in boxes 2-5); and the average pivot time (total pivot time divided by the number of pivots). In addition, Table 1 contains the total time spent finding the non-basic arc to enter the basis (total time spent in box 3) and Table 2 contains the range of solution times.
In developing the code only the dual start procedure developed in Section 5 was tested. (Subsequent to our original development of this dual start procedure, we developed other dual start procedures which appear in
Three different criteria were tested for picking the basic variable to leave the basis. These criteria were the first negative criterion, modified first negative criterion, and most negative criterion. The relevant tradeoffs for the basis change criteria involve the time consumed in searching for the variables to enter and leave the basis versus the number of pivots required to obtain an optimal solution (time per pivot versus total number of pivots).
The most negative criterion examines each basic variable and picks that variable to leave the basis which violates its (upper or lower) bound by the largest amount.
The modified first negative criterion scans the rows (origin nodes) of the transportation tableau until it encounters the first row containing a basic variable which violates a bound, and then selects the variable in this row with the greatest violation. The search is then resumed on the next pivot in the row following the row of the last pivot.
The first negative criterion successively scans the basic variables until it encounters the first variaole which violates its boundi:. This variable is then selected to leave the basis. The search is resuined on the next pivot at the basic variable following the one of the last pivot. 
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